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Group Leader  ___________________________  # __________

Your Name  ______________________________________

Teacher ________________________________
Instructions:  
·	Work with your group to complete this booklet.  Remember, the booklet will be graded.
·	Pace yourself so that you can finish the booklet in the amount of time you have.
·	Each group goes to the Prehistoric Journey, the Gem and Mineral Show, the Titanic, and Space Odyssey in a different order—and the Titanic Show at certain times! Stay with your group leader and adhere to your group’s schedule!
·	The Gem and Mineral Show and Space Odyssey are both on the bottom floors, and the Titanic and Prehistoric Journey are on the top floors.

TAKE GOOD CARE OF THIS BOOKLET: IT WILL BE COLLECTED  AT THE END OF THE TRIP!
Introduction) 	The Movie

Enjoy the movie!  Watch carefully for what is to come.
First Diorama)	Title:  Early Life

1.	How long did the earth exist without animals?


2.  What is the name of the "underwater bugs"?


3.	When did the EXPLOSION OF LIFE occur on earth?


4.	What has happened to 99% of all species ever to live on earth?


5.	When did the first complex, multicelluar animals evolve?

Second Diorama)	Title:  Diversity of the Sea

1.	How long ago did this scene take place?


2.	Do we have any sedimentary rocks of this age in the Denver metro area?  Why or why not?


3.	Study the diorama:
	Are the "lilies" plants or animals?



Third Diorama)	Title:  Leaving the Water

1.	What vital evolutionary step is shown here?




2.	Why are amphibians important in the progression of life?




3.	Define:	a)  Natural Selection:



				b)  Evolution:


Second Diorama, continued

Continue through this area to answer these questions about LIFE IN PALEOZOIC SEAS

4.	a)  What modern organism does the cephalopod remind you of?



	b)  What were the first animals with backbones?



	c)  Name the animal that was the the "Terror of the Seas":


Fifth Diorama)	Title:  Time of the Dinosaurs

1.	What are Scuts?

2.	How big is the Stegasaur’s brain?

3.	How does Diplodocus manage to hold up its head with such a long neck?



4.	Which animal had a club-like tail?


5.	What are gastroliths?


6.   What is the KT boundary?

Mesozoic Air force
What were the flying reptiles called?
Titanic Exhibit
				
1)	Which one of the edible mushrooms can get over a foot in diameter and weigh 	four pounds?
2)	On the back of your White Star line Boarding Pass, what is your name?

	__________________________________________

3) Age _______		Class _________	Destination __________________

4)	How many people were aboard the Titanic when it sank? _______________

5)	What was the other of the first two largest ships ever built? _____________

6)	How are third class citizens treated? _____________________________

7)	What was the picture on the 5 dollar bill of the time? __________________

8)	How much sugar was aboard? ________________________

9)	Who were the “black gang?” __________________________________

10)	Which is colder, the ice, or the water? _______________________

11)	How high is the pressure at the bottom of the Atlantic? ________________

12)  How many people can fit in the Nautile? __________









Seventh Diorama)	Title:  Expanding Grasslands

1.	How long ago could this scene have taken place?

2.	Look for each of these animal species in the diorama.  List a   
       modern relative of each:

·	Dinohyus:
·	Stenomylus:
·	Parahippus:

3.	Horses:  	a)  How large were the first horses?

				b)  What specific adaptations have happened to
					 arrive at modern horses?

Seventh Diorama Continued) Mammoths & Mastodons:

	a)  What modern animals do these resemble?



	b)  Did these ever live in Colorado?



	c)  What evidence do we have that stone age humans hunted these 	enormous   
   		animals?






	d)   How large were the first horses? 


	c)    Draw a picture here of the first horse
Minerals	Visit the mineral hall and the meteorite exhibit to 					answer these questions.
Rhoda's Chrosite:
	1.	What is the name of the giant rhodochrosite crystal?


	2.	What mine did it come from?

It's the Natives:
	1.	How many elements occur in nature in a pure state?


	2.  Which were the first metals humans used?


	3.	What is the symbol for gold?			for silver?
Sulfides:
	1.	What kind of mineral is magnetite?


Carbonates:
	1.	The Malachite and Azurite specimens are mostly from what state?


	2.	How can you make carbonates fizz?


Silly Cate:
	1.	Describe the basic building block of a silicate.


	2.	How was the giant amethyst formed?


Gems `R' Us:
	1.	What is the chemical formula for a diamond?


	2.	How are gems different than other minerals?

Space Odyssey Exhibit 

1)   How far away is the Spiral Galaxy NGC3370?


2)	On the Orbits Table, where are the balls revolving around the quickest?


3)	How is it possible to use light to find out what something is made of?





4)	What are the two most common rocks found on Mars?

_______________________       __________________________

5)	Touch your hand on the cold plate and look at the IR screen. 
       What color is your hand?

